
Does your MNA need an employee or 
committed volunteer trained? 
 
Send them to the World Sailing Training Scholarship,  
3rd September to 19th October 2018 
This 7-week training scholarship will provide the candidate with the training and experience required to 
develop and manage a successful National sail-training program within the MNA. 

- Delivered once a year at the London 2012 Olympic Sailing Venue of Weymouth and Portland and 
the World Sailing executive office (London) 

- Delivered by various experts including World Sailing Nominated Experts and industrial specialists. 

Who is this course for? 

- Committed volunteers or staff involved in developing the National Sail Training Program 
- Individuals in the position to influence the future of training and development of Sailing in your 

country 

How can this training be funded, and how can I apply? 

 
What does this course offer you as an MNA? 
Modules to strengthen both practical and theoretical knowledge and skills.  

- Candidates will be taught how to teach others and how to manage an accredited Sail Training 
centre or Sailing Club.  

- Aims to develop a candidate’s knowledge on all aspects of running a nationally recognised Sail-
training Programme.  

- Ultimately, the candidate will be able to aid the growth of the MNA, to positively influence the  
development of sailing within the MNA.  
 

 For any further questions or guidance with this process please contact Catherine Duncan 
Catherine.duncan@sailing.org from the World Sailing Training and Development team. 

Via Olympic Solidarity Funding (NOC approval 
needed) 

Self-funded  

 
- Contact your National Olympic Committee 

requesting form ‘7.2 World Programmes Olympic 
Scholarships for Coaches Application Form’ 

- Contact your World Sailing RDC to assist with the 
completion of the form and return the completed 
version to your NOC.  

- Send Curriculum Vitae; Medical Certificate; Support 
letter from your National Federation; Copy of 
candidate’s passport; Covering letter from 
candidate; Candidate skype or telephone details to 
World Sailing Training and Development  

 

 
- Contact World Sailing for 

application form 
  

- Send Application form; Curriculum 
Vitae; Medical Certificate; Support 
letter from your National 
Federation; Copy of candidate’s 
passport; Covering letter from 
candidate; Candidate skype or 
telephone details to the World 
Sailing Training and Development 
team 

 


